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SoundProbe 16 Review

The AMOS Report

200 MHz Amiga Powered
# Stock Clearance Specials Now On !!!!

Power Computing Products Pricing is Approximate Only, items listed in stock @ time of submission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AMIGA A500</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Games</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VIPER 5200</td>
<td>$340.00</td>
<td>Adorage 2.5</td>
<td>CALL</td>
<td>A320 Airbus II</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIPER 5300</td>
<td>$580.00</td>
<td>Adorage Prem F/x</td>
<td>CALL</td>
<td>A7 Games compilat</td>
<td>$39.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMIGA A600</td>
<td>VIPER 5200</td>
<td>Amiga Forever V2.</td>
<td>CALL</td>
<td>Acid Attack</td>
<td>$39.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6001 MB CHIP RAM CARD</td>
<td>$390.00</td>
<td>Amiga tools 6/7 C</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>Amazon Queen</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A630 68030 4/8 Mb from</td>
<td>$300.00</td>
<td>Aminet CD 20/21</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td>APC &amp; TCP Vols 1-</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMIGA A2000</td>
<td>A630 68030 4/8 Mb from</td>
<td>Aminet CD 22/23</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>B17 Flying fortre</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2030 TURBO 68030 50 MHz</td>
<td>$550.00</td>
<td>Aminet CD others</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>Big Red Adventure</td>
<td>$39.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMIGA A1200</td>
<td>VIPER 5200</td>
<td>Aminet Set 3</td>
<td>$39.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1200 68030 42 + 4 Mb</td>
<td>CALL</td>
<td>Aminet Sets 4/5/6</td>
<td>$55.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLIZZARD 1230 930 50 Mhz</td>
<td>$280.00</td>
<td>Amiga</td>
<td>CALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLIZZARD 1230 + FPU</td>
<td>$380.00</td>
<td>ArtStudio Pro</td>
<td>$165.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLIZZARD SSCI 210.00</td>
<td>CALL</td>
<td>Asim Master ISO</td>
<td>$150.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLIZZARD PPC CALL</td>
<td>$355.00</td>
<td>Aweb il</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMIGA A4000</td>
<td>BLIZZARD SSCI 210.00</td>
<td>Clarissa Pro 3</td>
<td>CALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPC ACCELERATORS CALL</td>
<td>$450.00</td>
<td>Cross Dos 7</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>BLIZZARD SSCI 210.00</td>
<td>Cygnus Ed Pro</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External 1.75 Floppy</td>
<td>$230.00</td>
<td>Distant Sun</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Floppy A500/1200</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
<td>D-Paint 5 CD</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Floppy A2000 880K</td>
<td>$110.00</td>
<td>Fontaina CD</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Mouse</td>
<td>$24.00</td>
<td>Golden Demos</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypermouse II</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
<td>ibrowse</td>
<td>$70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rockfire Joystick</td>
<td>$24.00</td>
<td>Image Master 1.5</td>
<td>$55.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pen Mouse</td>
<td>$24.00</td>
<td>Light Rom 5</td>
<td>$55.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand Scansner 64 G/s</td>
<td>CALL</td>
<td>Light Rom gold</td>
<td>$46.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with Touchup4 &amp; OCR with Touchup4 &amp; OCR</td>
<td>CALL</td>
<td>Loader Pack</td>
<td>CALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSS 8+ Sound Sampler</td>
<td>CALL</td>
<td>Monument Creative</td>
<td>CALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security card Zorro2</td>
<td>CALL</td>
<td>Monument Designer</td>
<td>CALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roogen A600/500/2000</td>
<td>$150.00</td>
<td>Network PC</td>
<td>$55.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colour H/scanner Colour H/scanner</td>
<td>$300.00</td>
<td>Network PC Update</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scan Doublers In stock by advert time</td>
<td>CALL</td>
<td>Deltamed CD</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other specials</td>
<td>CALL</td>
<td>Pagesetter 3</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pen &amp; Laserpointer</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
<td>Personal Paint 7.</td>
<td>$55.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 watt PMPO Speakers</td>
<td>$55.00</td>
<td>Personal Suite CD</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1200 4 Mb Ram + Clock A1200 4 Mb Ram + Clock</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
<td>Personal Suite CD</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stock is being cleared to make way for new arrivals ask for our special deals on the following:

- Hand scanners 64 G/scale
- Viper 42 Mhz 030 + 4 MB
- for A2/3/4000 security card
- Aminage/Adorage/Clarissa/Monument
- DSS 8+ Sound studio
- Upgrades available only through us in Australia. (Ring or Email for details)
- Wordworth 7 Turbo Print Pro 6 Aweb il

E&OE

Prices subject to Change without notice

Compute Magic Ph. 03 9326-0133 Fax. 03 9370-8352 Email. Commagic@Magnafield.com.au
44 Pascoe Vale Rd Moonee Ponds Vic. 3039. Mon-Thur 9:30-5:30 Fri 9:00-6:00
Mail Order, Amex,diners,B/card,M/card,Visa, Direct deposit, Even cash
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Jump-start Amiga Down-under Project.

Like many I am becoming increasingly frustrated with the lack of action from Amiga Inc. and Amiga Int. We continue to be asked to continue supporting Amiga (I take this as meaning don’t go and buy a PC clone) but the fact is that as each day passes the Amiga community shrinks in number and who can blame those choosing to opt-out.

Gateway 2000 purchased the Amiga lock stock and barrel over a year ago and at this point have done very little to reassure you and me of the future. We know they have big plans for the Amiga and have put a lot of effort into a marketing plan and intend to support the PPC processor.

The rumour is that they will reveal their intentions at the coming World of Amiga show in London later this year. With a likely focus on Europe, America and Asia the long awaited marketing plan will not make much of an impact on the Australian Amiga market. My fear is that by the time Amiga Inc. gets around to checking where Australia is on the map our community will be no more than a group of 60 year olds reminiscing about the good old days.

For any community to survive it needs new blood (new members) to replace those that have left. For the Amiga community in Australia to survive we need people buying Amigas. Unfortunately the current price on the A1200 system of $1299 is a very unattractive membership fee. This is where "jump-start Amiga Down-under" comes in.

I have negotiated with Amiga international a special bulk order of A1200hd units, which will be sold at $795 dollars. I believe this price will attract the budget conscious buyer looking for a painless way to enter the computer world.

Check out the advertisement on page 7 for details (read the bit at the bottom).

Now I need you (our readers) to tell anyone you may know who is considering buying a computer about this offer to get Amiga jump-started down-under.

AAG Editor
Michael Burak
Petro's Speech at Saku98

Petro Tyschtschenko was the keynote speaker at the recently held Finnish Amiga show, Saku 98. In his speech he spoke of AmigaOS 3.5 and the future. In short, AmigaOS 3.5 is expected to be released in the fourth quarter this year and will ship on both disk and CD-ROM. Amiga Inc are designing AmigaOS 3.5 so that it doesn't require a new kickstart ROM (just the current 3.1 and possibly 3.0 will be sufficient). Petro fielded many questions on its possible feature set but was reluctant to divulge any concrete facts except to say that Amiga Inc through Jeff Schindler are attempting to tie together many already available products (including Netscape-see related story). Once again Petro stated that both Haage and Partner and Phase5 are working on AmigaOS 3.5 in conjunction with Amiga Inc.

Also in his speech Petro said he has seen Gateway's marketing plan for the Amiga and also hinted at the fact Amiga Inc will ditch custom hardware for good, choosing to use high powered 3D "off-the-shelf" graphics chips and further adding weight to the future Amiga just being an Operating System by saying "My vision is, that all PCs around the world have our operating system".

Finally, Saku '98 was the launching pad for the new Amiga hymn. Little is known of the Amiga anthem and no recording has appeared on the Internet at this early stage however it is believed the hymn will be available in many different styles.

Jeff Schindler's Speech at Amiga98

Jeff Schindler spoke at the recently held Gateway Amiga 98 show in the US saying "I really want to speak from my heart". Jeff spoke of his early encounters with computers, his position at Gateway and how one night Ted Waitt and Rick Snyder, then CEO of Gateway approached him late one night when he was working back and asked him to "think AMIGA". Ever since then Jeff has been at the forefront of the Amiga, heading Amiga Inc. in the US. According to Jeff "We're going through a lot of tough times, and it's very difficult for me to read the emails and listen to the phone calls, to find out about the companies that are going down with Amiga. It hurts. It hurts so bad". But there is hope. Jeff has been continually revising the Amiga's future business plan to the point where he said "I've got a plan that has exceeded my expectations, and I'm really excited about it". And according to Jeff, "These plans aren't what we are going to do six months from now. These plans are what are we going to do through the year 2001, or 2002". Jeff spoke of the internet revolution, digital media and the need to attract the 40% of households with no PC. And on the much talked about AmigaOS 3.5 Jeff said, "We're working the hardest on having full internet solutions. We'd like to make some enhancements to the user interface. We want to support more industry standards, as many as we can in this release".

phase 5
DIGITAL PRODUCTS

The A1200 PowerPC cards are now available with the first models shipping with a PPC603e clocked at 160mhz. These will be shortly followed by 200mhz and 250mhz models. While the BlizzardVision A1200 PPC graphics
Quake Demo Released

One of the most anticipated Amiga games of all time, Quake, is on the verge of release. ClickBOOM have submitted copies of Amiga Quake to ID Software for final approval while a non-playable demo of the game has been released to the Amiga community. Unfortunately, early indications are that it is disappointing, with only a slight improvement over the illegal ports. Previous claims from ClickBOOM that it would be playable on an O30 have proven to be false. On the good side, the demo, which is in effect a Quake engine is fully compatible with all Quake levels thrown at it.

In other news, ClickBOOM were recently interviewed by Amiga online games magazine Amiga Nutta where they cleared the air on many issues. What you see in the Quake player is 99% what you will be seeing in the game and that a PPC version of Amiga Quake is not at this time planned. ClickBOOM believe the problem at

Siamese Systems Update

No decision has been made on whether the Siamese v4, Amiga on a PCI card will go ahead with Siamese Systems reporting deposits are coming in slower than previously expected with less than 100 received at the time of press. Siamese Systems have lowered the needed pre-orders to 200, allowing them to just break even and pay for the first production run. They are hoping that once it is released it will sell itself. An announcement on the product's future is expected imminently.

In other Siamese news, the Siamese Remote Amiga 2.1 has been released. The system is based on the popular Siamese 2.5 RTG but doesn't include TCP/IP or Ethernet support meaning the system has to be run over a serial link with the added option of SCSI for file transfers. Even so, the system still rivals AGA in the performance stakes and is an ideal product for Amiga owners with a PC. Siamese Remote Amiga retails for $US49.95. Upgrades are available to the full v2.5 or the Siamese v4 if it appears.

Netscape News

The source code to Netscape Navigator has just been released with the main site www.mozilla.org registering 4500 downloads in the first day (and this isn't including over 100 mirror sites). As previously mentioned an Amiga port will be no mean feat, the source is around ten megabytes in size and is divided into two parts, the system independent code which is identical on all platforms and the system dependant code. Currently the source is available in PC, Mac and Unix flavours. No Amiga ports have at the time of press been announced. If an Amiga port is to eventuate it will most likely come from the Unix version. Of most significance to Amiga owners is Petro Tyschtschenko's speech at the Saku 98 Amiga show in Finland in which he indicated Amiga Inc are examining the possibility of incorporating an Amiga port of Netscape into AmigaOS 3.5.
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monitor not included

$500 Off the regular price

AGA-CHIPSET

PCMCIA Memory Card Interface

INTEGRATED 210MBHD

$795

Including Bonus Software Bundle!

- Wordworth V4SE
- TurboCalc V3.5
- Photogenics V1.2SE
- Data Store V1.1
- Organiser V1.1
- PersonalPaint V6.4
- Pinball Mania & Whizz
- Data Store V1.1
- Scala MM300

AAG has taken the unprecedented step of negotiate a special bulk price with Amiga International on Amiga A1200HD units.

- We must receive a minimum of 20 orders by no later than 20.5.98
- Please allow 28 working days for delivery from the 20.5.98
- Delivery charge to all capital cities $10.00
- All orders must be pre-paid in full

In the event that we do not receive the required number of orders all monies will be refunded in full
this early stage is lack of real development tools for the PPC and more to the point standards, with the PPC market being divided into WarpOS and PowerUP software systems. ClickBOOM's first PPC planned game is Myst. A release date has not been announced.

Tornado3D 1.5

Hot from Haage & Partner is the release of Tornado3D 1.5, the newest Amiga rendering package. The package includes many state-of-the-art features and includes support for CyberGraphics. A PPC version is planned. For more information visit Haage and Partner at www.haage-partner.com.

OpalVision to be Resurrected?

There are rumours indicating the OpalVision GFX system will be resurrected and we may even see the return of the much-flaunted Roaster chip. At the moment, the company examining the possibility of updating and relaunching the OpalVision card wishes to remain anonymous however a website has been created with information on the future of OpalVision. It can be found at www.geocities.com/SiliconValley/Lab/2056/.

Amiga Forever 2.0 Launched

Italian Amiga developers, Cloanto have released version 2.0 of their officially licensed Amiga software emulator. Based around UAE, a software Amiga emulator available on many platforms Amiga Forever includes officially licensed versions of AmigaOS and ROM's from 1.0 through 3.0. Also included is extensive network support allowing you to connect a real Amiga to a PC. Upgrades are available from the 1.0 "Preview Release" while the full version is expected to retail for approximately $110.

REBOL Technologies

Carl Sassenrath, the man attributed with the excellent design of the AmigaOS has launched Rebol Technologies which will focus on the development and marketing for Carl's much hyped REBOL (Relative Expression-Based Object Language) According to Carl, "Personal computing should be about opening up greater options for what people can accomplish with their computers, not holding users hostage to the tools, features, and 'upgrade-and-wait' cycles of the software mega-corporations. REBOL combats this dependency by enabling individuals to create and customize network-ready software in a form that's simple, flexible, and easy to maintain". When completed, REBOL will be available for all platforms. Currently the Amiga release is being beta tested.

Blue Ribbon Soundworks Software and Direct Sound

Blue Ribbon Soundworks, developers of many excellent Amiga music programs including Bars and Pipes and SuperJAM had to cease Amiga support when they were swallowed by the ever present Microsoft. Unfortunately this meant some excellent Amiga software looked lost for good. However after what is reported to have been a lot of grovelling Blue Ribbon convinced Microsoft to allow Blue Ribbon to distribute their Amiga software free on
Compuserve, an on-line service. That was over twelve months ago and while the copyright and license agreement on the software is questionable (it is technically only freely distributable on the Compuserve network) it can now be freely downloaded from http://members.theglobe.com/geoarn.

It is also interesting to note the remnants of Blue Ribbon have designed the "revolutionary" DirectSound API for Windows. The on-line press including PC-centric NEWS.COM were quick to point out its strong Amiga background. Amazing where the Amiga rears its head these days.

ImageFX 3.0 Upgrade
The long awaited "users request" upgrade of ImageFX has been finally released. Upgrades are available from earlier versions as well as special pricing if purchased with Aladdin4D. ImageFX 3.0 retails for US$349.95.

Newtek cut price of Toaster and Flyer
Newtek have massively reduced the price of the ever popular Video Toaster and Video Toaster Flyer systems in a move which is widely believed to further the Toasters life span and compete with Play Inc.'s Trinity. Savings of up to 50% can be had depending on the combo pack chosen. For more information visit www.newtek.com.

In other DTV news Play Inc. have released the over hyped Trinity. Touted as a Video Toaster killer and with its advertisements proclaiming "May the Amiga rest in peace" the Trinity has a lot to live up to. Early indications suggest the product is still incomplete and very buggy while the output is said to be unacceptable for broadcast television. A telling sign is not even Play Inc. themselves could make a demo video of their Trinity due to the current state of the product. And with a complete Trinity system costing the best part of $US25,000 while a complete Toaster with Flyer system costing just $US5000 it appears the Amiga and Toaster still has a lot of life in it.

Pyromania Classics
Leading Hollywood visual effects company VCE have released Pyromania Classics for the Amiga. It contains over 30 Explosive Visual Effects Sequences including explosions, fire, smoke, Zero-G explosions and depth shockwaves. The files can be used in any Amiga image processing program including ImageFX, Photogenics and Toasterpaint while the special VideoToaster version includes sequences in the Flyerclip format. For more information visit www.vce.com.

Pyromania!

Elastic Dreams Released
Elastic Dreams First Realtime Morphing for Amiga!

The first real time morphing program has been released for the Amiga. The program is of a high quality and is ideal for touching up that dreary home video. A demo is available on Aminet in bioz/demo/ElasticDreamsE.lha while the full version costs DM149.

ASIM CDFS 3.9a
Already an upgrade is available for the just released ASIM CDFS 3.9. The patch adds support for even more CD-ROM drives and is available directly from AsimWare at www.asimware.com.

Humour: Possible Amiga Advertisement
Pamela Anderson on television saying she wants a "computer with balls" and a dissolve into the Amiga with a Boing ball in all it's glory.
Phase 5 has become one of the most important companies in the Amiga market in the last few years. They have released some very good hardware, and their PPC/68K dual processor boards is currently the only way to use PPC on the Amiga. But they have also received a lot of criticism from the Amiga community because of their arrogant attitude and their long response times to all kinds of enquiries. See what Wolf Dietrich, General Manager of Phase 5, have to say about it below.

Q: AI announced their support for the 68k + PPC a few weeks ago. This must have been a relief to you?
WD: We appreciated it, but still we would like to see more from Amiga Inc. In respect of concepts and a development roadmap.

Q: Last year saw the release of the CyberStorm PPC. Are you satisfied with sales so far?
WD: We are satisfied with the sales, although we believe that with some more support from the software developers, sales could take off even more.

Q: The A1200 boards are also in production at the moment. After you have finished the A1200 board and the gfx cards, what are your plans apart from the A1box? Multi PPC boards?
WD: We have now announced a new roadmap; the AIBOX remains our long-term project, and the prebox will come as a multi-PPC stand-alone system later this year. Please refer to our Webpage.

Q: Do you have an ETA for the Permedia 2 based gfx cards? Will they be bundled with any games, as most gfx cards in the PC market are?
WD: This depends. Game developers in the Amiga market usually can't license games for the prices PC developers can do that, because of the quantities. The ETA is end of April 98.

Q: The BoXer created quite a stir when it was announced. Do you have any plans on making a PowerUP for it? And what about a Permedia 2 based gfx card?
WD: Both. We have agreed with index Information on a close technical co-operation, in order to provide unified standards and to exchange technology.

Q: The Bvision and CyberVision PPC will offer Amiga users both 2D and 3D acceleration never witnessed before on the Amiga. Especially 3D acceleration is a new feature. But are there any games or applications that will use this tremendous rendering power?
WD: Yes, we will see them soon. We will have – beside the CyberGL which is in development - a RAVE-like 3D library coming with the new cards, so Games which run on PowerMacs using Rave (e.g. Quake) can be ported easily. Other PowerUP developer which develop new games will support this interface too.

Q: Any plans for a full Amiga OpenGL implementation?
WD: We are continuously updating the functionality of CyberGL, and will implement further features to make it fully OpenGL compatible in upcoming releases.

Q: The software supplied with the PowerUP's have been heavily criticised. Will there be an update soon?
WD: The PowerUP System Software is constantly improved and updated. As the PowerUP CD is concerned, we will send out an update with lots of new and improved stuff mid of April.

Q: Have you ever considered making Amiga clones until the A1box is released, and not only peripherals? You seem to have the knowledge to make some killer machines, looking back at what you have released.
WD: As mentioned before, we are realising this with our new prebox computer system.

Q: Talking about software, there's been a lack of PPC applications. Anyone on the horizon you think will make a really good use of the PPC? Since AI announced it's support for the 68k + PPC solution, have you noticed more developers wanting developer boards?
WD: We currently see lots of software coming, unfortunately quite late. In the next weeks, we see Raytracers and Image manipulation software appearing, and hot games are in the works. So yes, most of the important companies are close to release PowerUP compatible software. But we have not seen considerably more support since the announcement of Amiga Inc.

Q: The software supplied with the PowerUP's have been heavily criticised. Will there be an update soon?
WD: The PowerUP System Software is constantly improved and updated. As the PowerUP CD is concerned, we will send out an update with lots of new and improved stuff mid of April.
Q: The introduction of WarpOS seem to have brought a lot of confusion into the PowerUP debate. The current situation isn't exactly perfect, neither for you nor the consumer. Do you see any solution to this problem? Are you talking to Haage & Partner about it?

WD: The problem has been caused solely by Haage&Partner, and we can't provide a solution. H&P wanted to replace our software development, instead of supporting our efforts in a co-operation. We strongly believe that for everybody it would have been much more beneficial if H&P had concentrated on developing PowerUP applications, instead of trying to replace our PowerUP System Software. No, we are not talking to H&P. We had tried to work on de-escalation, but when you follow the public discussion you will recognise that a anti-phase5-campaign is continued, with unproven allegations about bad quality of our software, and we can't see any sign that H&P would be ready to return to a co-operation.

Q: You have received a lot of criticism in the last months, because of your allegedly "arrogant" attitude relating to your quarrel with Haage & Partner? Any comment?

WD: I can't understand why people think that (unless they are protagonists of H&P). Simply look how H&P announced their Warpup, and how badly they commented our software development. Frankly speaking, it was a "Thanks, phase 5, for the hardware, but your software is shit" promotion, and it was a kick in our ass (sorry for the harsh words, but that's what it was). We tried to defend our position against this attack. This campaign from H&P has caused us quite a few sales losses, and a lot of money - simply because H&P wanted to set the software standard on our own hardware, and make us dependant on their software (something that they tried to achieve all the time before the public conflict). As H&P does not provide the competence needed, and has not the same vision that we have, it is not acceptable to make our developments - and with that, the whole future of our company - dependant on them. It's as simple as this, and everybody in our situation - and with the inside views - would have reacted similar.

Q: Another thing that people has been criticising are delays on nearly all your products. Any comment?

WD: Well, people must be aware that development can be delayed, it takes time and costs lot of money. We do our best to bring out products in time, but the efforts that we spent must be financed by the sales that we have. Since Gateway bought the Amiga, too many developers and customers had been waiting for something to happen. Later, the H&P quarrel did hurt the starting PowerUP sales. We believe that this has cost us the top 20% of sales which would have helped us - as we had planned - to increase the development speed on current products, such as the new graphics cards, which are therefore delayed for several months now.

Q: I believe you made a Amiga OS 3.1 compatible PPC kernel before you decided to build your own OS. Why didn't you go forward with it? Because of the threat of legal actions, or ..? Is this something Amiga Inc would find useful, if they go for the PPC? If so, are you willing to give/sell it to them?

WD: Our OS 3.1 compatible PPC kernel will be useful for future system which run AmigaOS 3.1 (see prebox), but a future OS4.0 will need much new and improved functionality, and this will require a major design change of the OS. If Amiga Inc wants to co-operate with us, we are happy to support them with what we have developed so far - both in respect to OS 3.1 compatible and in respect to long-term-oriented developments.

Q: A lot of people are not satisfied with Amiga Inc, because of little progress since G2k bought AT. You have probably talked a lot to them in the past months. Are you satisfied with what they have done? Do you think the Amiga got a healthy future?

WD: We have talked to them some times, and we have offered them our co-operation several times. Yet we do not know more than most people, and we have no idea about the status of new developments, about their concrete plans and the future of Amiga Inc; of course this is not a very satisfying situation. We will therefore continue to do something, and move forward, rather than waiting, as we can't live from waiting for something to happen, but must live form new and exciting products that we release.

Q: Do you have anything else to say to the thousands of Amiga users out there?

WD: Yes, thank you for your trust and support in the Amiga and also in phase 5 digital products. We will remain dedicated to the Amiga, and spend our best endeavours to bring new and latest technologies into the Amiga market.

Copyright (C)Vidar Langberget 1998. Do not reprint this interview without permission from the author.
Amiga Games News

*Six Sense Investigations, the Amiga's first graphical adventure in many moons has been released. The adventure tells the story of a strange young man who has the ability to communicate with a spirit who helps him solve many puzzles. The game is available on floppy and CD-ROM. The English floppy version has just been released with the CD-ROM version expected to follow soon.

*Andy Davidson, developer of Worms will soon be releasing his promised updates to Worms. There will be two initially, one to correct the bugs and add a few new features into the original ECS Worms and another to upgrade all versions of worms to the Directors Cut edition. After these, future upgrades are promised from Andy but only for the hard drive and CD-ROM versions.

*Anybody interested in the Wing Commander/X-Wing style game should check out Lambda. An early demo is available and runs surprisingly well on all Amiga's with an 030+. The game also supports Cybergraphics. For more information and a demo visit http://www.hut.fi/~mkalline/.

*A new football management game called Boot Room is being created by Dynamic Youth Software. The game is said to be heavily inspired by the classic Championship Manager. Screenshots indicate it is progressing well.

*Claws of the Devil is a new Tomb Raider style game for the Amiga from Titan Computer. It's due for release in the later half of the year and will require an 040, AGA, 8mb RAM, hard drive and CD-ROM. The game will also "support" PowerUP cards. Whether this means there will be a PPC version is not yet known.

*The Official Counterstrike website has opened. The game is a Command and Conquer clone and will be available for the PC, Amiga and possibly Linux. The website includes the latest news and screenshots as well as demos of the final product. It can be found at http://homepages.enterprise.net/dal lsopp/. The Skunkworks have just released their first game, Wingnuts. The game is a multi player action arena game in which you take control of some very strange planes and pilots. The game requires an AGA Amiga with a hard drive and fast RAM recommended. For more information email skunkworks@anakin.demon.co.uk.

*Nulikon is a game much like the old Turrican series. What's interesting is that unlike other platforms which only allow movement in 2 directions it is in 3 dimensions allowing the player to be further immersed into the game. The developers are interested in anybody willing to help in the developers specifically those who are coders, music and or writers. For more information email nulikon@mygale.org.

*Italian developer Hurricane Software have emerged from hibernation with the news they are now developing PPC games and plan on soon releasing Eat The Whistle, the only soccer game for the Amiga planned for release this year. Their second game, Escape Towards the Unknown, a graphic adventure is nearing completion with Epic Marketing showing interest in distributing it.

*Alive Media Soft, the developer that almost brought us DOOM 2 and other games through their ingenious but illegal emulation are now developing children's software. The products are still in early development and AMS are interested in hearing from anybody with suggestions. Email them at stevenalive@innotts.co.uk.
Hinterlands Consultancy I.T.

- Repairs and troubleshooting
- Hardware Upgrades
- **Tuition** (eg. Internet, AmigaDOS & Applications)
- Tower Conversions
- Custom Built Amiga Systems
- Web Page Design (inc. CGI and JAVA)
- 3D and CAD Animation Production
- Internet Connection

We will come to you for all Amiga and PC support and tuition 9am to 9pm, 7 days.

sam@hinterlands.com.au Phone: 9653 2837
www.hinterlands.com.au Fax: 9653 2937
I go through phases with my software spending maybe a couple of months doing 3D rendering, same with MIDI, with such things as DTP, wordprocessing and spreadsheets etc. being fitted in and amongst. I also keep returning to sound sampling as I really do enjoy playing around with soundtracks with the intention of eventually using them for video. I normally use a multitrack tape deck to compile a soundtrack but recently, I have been giving thought to the possibility of using the Amiga but without Zorro slots, 16 bit sound sampling has not been easy. I did, last year at the WOA in London, purchase the Clarity 16 cartridge and was told at the time of some new software being written to take advantage of the Clarity. It recently arrived in the form of Soundprobe available from HiSoft in the UK for less than 30 UK pounds and I invested.

Although I was using it on an 060, I had great difficulty in being able to manipulate anything at all until I found out I had been sent an early version of the software for some reason. In receipt of the correct version, 1.76, I re-installed Soundprobe and started to play.

Each aspect of sampling is covered by a different settings requester making it appear exceptionally difficult to set up. I wanted to record direct to hard drive, which the manual said was possible, but I couldn’t find the correct settings. It was only after two weeks that I found, by accident, a complete configuration setting for the Clarity which, when loaded, allowed instant use of the Clarity cartridge. This wasn’t mentioned in the manual but I am informed by the author, Dave O’Reilly, that this is one of the items being taken care of for the future. He also provides a website containing information and upgrades for Soundprobe which I have found very helpful.

The interface itself is similar to Stefan Kost’s SFX which allows the user to open different windows on screen depending on what you wish to achieve. The main difference between Soundprobe & SFX is that Soundprobe allows you to record sounds as well as edit them which is what really sets it apart. I have used SFX for quite some time now and still haven’t reached its limits but find Soundprobe easier in use plus the fact I can record AND edit using the same software.

On the default screen, a sample window is automatically opened upon launching the program with other windows available from menu items including sampling, audio playback and effects. Almost all the tools are duplicated in menus so whichever you find easier to use is the obvious answer. The software is modular in concept which allows for the...
easy addition of further effects or configuration files for any other 16 bit samplers not yet covered.

AHI is a welcome inclusion as this allows instant re-targetable audio - once you have AHI configured for your system, you just point SoundProbe at AHI and away it goes. I just can't wait to be able to afford to do the same with a graphics card!!!!!!! Sigh...... In the same way I would like a Zorro sound card!!!!!!! Sigh......

Loading and saving of 8SVX, AIFF, AVR, RAW and WAV files are currently supported and the requester for saving files allows the selection of the type of file you wish to save your sample as along with an 'info' button which gives you details of that particular filetype i.e. WAV

### INFO:
- **Loads/Saves**
  - RIFF-WAVE Format.
- **Load supports**
  - 8/16bit PCM data.
- **Save 16bit PCM data.**
- **Format Supports:**
  - Stereo
  - Bits Per Sample:16

The easiest way to set up SoundProbe is to load a predetermined configuration file for the type of sampler you are using and away you go. Built in support for AHI, Aura, AuraB, Clarity, Megalosound with Generic PCMCIA and Parallel currently supported. As stated above, this support is modular so further drivers can be added in the future.

If you are dealing with fairly small sample sizes, using Undo is a good idea - however, I normally use the software to sample video soundtracks and edit these and undo takes an eternity. This is due to the fact that each time you make an alteration, SP saves the undo file to hard drive. With a 20+ meg stereo 16 bit sample recorded at 44100 hz this takes forever and a day and I do have to go to work as well so after a short while, I switched off the option to undo. BUT, I save my work more regularly as soon as I am happy with the file. Having said that, I have yet to have SP crash my machines as it is an extremely stable bit of software. Being fortunate enough to have two machines, I use one with the sampler attached with a Blizzard O30 and FPU to actually sample. I then ParNet the resulting file across to my A1200T with a Blizzard O60 for manipulation as, obviously it's faster. SP is stable with both these processors and works OK with Executive - in fact, apart from the first duff version I received, I've had no trouble at all with it.

Righto! You've plugged in your sampler, set the config for it - now you have a choice of 18 different kinds of monitor display to choose from! Granted, some of these are very similar and it's mostly cosmetic anyway, but if you like LED's flashing to show you your recording level, or bar graphs, colour multisscopes or any one of three different
SoundProbe 16Bit
Review Continued

oscilloscopes, just take your pick. Each one has an Info file for it so you can obtain more detail of the flashing lights if you wish.

Before you sample you have to set the size and rate of sample from within the Sampler window, accessed like all the others from a Menu item. It is also possible to change the sampler and monitor options from within this same window. In fact, most windows also give you access to allied settings windows and as such, are virtually complete for each area of sampling and editing. Set the sound source playing, see the lights flash and click on record - away you go!

Once recorded, your samples may require some editing - and there are some 50 built in effects and most of these have multiple settings within them. In most cases with multiple choice requesters, you can use the default settings for acceptable results - it's only when you require a specific effect or depth of effect that you need to start messing with these. With some, like fade in/out, it's purely a case of setting the range over which you wish the fade to take place by dragging the LMB, click on Fade In (or Out) and a few seconds later, you have a perfect fade. Other effects such as normalize, echo, reverb, chorus, mix, flip or even re-sample with a time shift are just a mouse click away.

As with most software, the more you play the more you learn and Soundprobe is no different. There are a few tutorials in the manual to take you through some manipulation of the samples provided and these descriptions are quite easy to follow. To me, it is only the more in-depth explanations of libraries and such that leave me completely in the dark. Once you've used it and got to grips with it's little foibles, the manual is a lot easier to understand. But I've found this to be the case with most software manuals - they are usually written by someone with complete intimate working knowledge of every aspect and, as the saying goes, familiarity-leads-you-to-forget-that-other-people-don't-know-as much-as-you-do-so-you-tend-to-forget-to-explain-things-in-enough-detail.

Fortunately, the default files do the work for most of us in setting Soundprobe up to work with your particular sampler so you can sample and manipulate samples with this software straight from the box. Just make sure you load the settings file for your sampler and then save them as default and that you have version 1.76 or upwards.

Then it's simple - honest!

The price of Soundprobe is little more than current shareware fees and is a superb bit of software - I can highly recommend it.

Geoff Milnes
THE AMIGA DIMENSION
'The Latest, For The Greatest'
Mail Order Software and Hardware

Now Available

MYST, Foundation, OnEscapee
Uropa 2, Final Odyssey
Acid Mouse $29.95

Coming soon
Quake!!

Call or write for Free Catalogue.
The Amiga Dimension
44 Stradbrooke Street
Biggers Waters QLD 4216
Ph (07) 55288125 Fax (07) 55376626

THE AMIGA DIGITAL VIDEO EXPERTS
Ph. (02) 9526 7880 Fax. (02) 9526 7881

DraCo

Casablanca

Imagine a world of video editing with full digital specifications, variable compression, and powerful editing software designed for video professionals. Imagine an affordable nonlinear editor you can own yourself without asking your bank's permission. Imagine DV quality 50-field video, CCIR 601 resolution, and unsurpassed video at 3:1 compression. DraCo's vision of affordable editing is here today...and it's real. The DraCo Vision Workstation is an Amiga based turnkey digital video nonlinear Finishing system built specifically for nonlinear editing. It's low priced, powerful, and doesn't pretend to be anything it's not. Run your existing Amiga software under the DraCo's CyberGFX and AmigaOS 3.1 implementation. It's all here in one system, tomorrow's thinking, today's reality.

Call to arrange an appointment for a hands-on demonstration

THE AMIGA DIGITAL VIDEO EXPERTS
Unit 32, 65 Captain Cook Drive, Caringbah, NSW. 2229
Master ISO V2.0

**AUDIO**

- Specify up to 99 audio tracks
- Retrieve source audio from: raw file audio file blank space
- Automatic byte ordering
- On-the-fly conversion from: raw file audio file blank space
- MAUD: AIFF 8SVX WAVE
- Studio 16

**ADVANCED WRITE MANAGER**

- Retrieve source data from: raw file audio file
- On-the-fly image generation: CD-ROM Mode 2 CD-ROM Mode 2 Raw CD-XA Mode 2 Form Raw
- Disc At-Once options: full FO editing ISRC number pre-emphasis type channel selection
- ISRC number
- Pre-emphasis type channel selection
- CD-ROM Mode 1 Raw CD-ROM Mode 2 Form Mixed CD-XA Mode 1 CD-XA Mode 2 Form 1 CD-XA Mode 2 Form 2
- Specify up to 99 tracks
- Channel selection
- Variable index points
- Variable track points

**Erase CD-RW**

- CD-RW erase types: full disc, blank data quick disc erase last session last track

**ADVANCED AUDIO MANAGER**

- On-the-fly image generation
- CD-ROM Mode 2
- CD-ROM Mode 2 Raw
- CD-XA Mode 2 Form Raw
- Disc At-Once options: full FO editing ISRC number pre-emphasis type channel selection
- ISRC number
- Pre-emphasis type channel selection
- CD-ROM Mode 1 Raw CD-ROM Mode 1
- CD-ROM Mode 1 CD-ROM Mode 1 Raw CD-XA Mode 2 Form 1
- CD-XA Mode 2 Form 1 CD-XA Mode 2 Form 1 Raw
- CD-XA Mode 2 Form Raw
- CD-XA Mode 2 Form Mixed CD-XA Mode 2 Form Mixed
- Specify up to 99 tracks
- Variable index points
- Variable track points

**CD TO CD-R/RW COPY**

- Read from any AsimCDFS mounted CD-ROM drive
- Direct copy from CD-ROM to CD-R/RW
- Buffer copy from CD-ROM to hard drive to CD-R/RW

**SYSTEM PERFORMANCE**

- Evaluate speed of system components: CD-ROM drive hard drive CD-R/RW drive

**GENERAL WRITE FEATURES**

- Read write after successful simulated write
- Simulate write operation
- Automatic detection of correct write speed
- Skip over read errors in sources
- Selectable Table Of Contents type
- Multiple copies of disc
- Manual write speed selection
- Read-ahead buffering technology
- Custom parameters
- Automatic optimum parameters
- Variable pre-load of source data
- Selectable catalogue ID

**JUKEBOX SUPPORT (OPTIONAL)**

- Support for unattended multiple copy writing
- Subject to change without notice


PLEASE NOTE SQUIRREL AND SURF SQUIRREL ARE NOT RECOMMENDED - NOT FAST ENOUGH. CANADIAN Technical Support: 0011 1 905

Distributed by Unitech Electronics Pty. Ltd. ( O.E.M )
Incorporated in New South Wales, A.C.N. 003 884 042 Supporting AMIGA Since Day One Nov 1985 Established July 1978 ( almost 20 Years )
Unitech Electronics Pty. Ltd. is pleased to announce that we are the exclusive distributors of the absolutely brilliant ASIMWARE INNOVATIONS range of excellent CD ROM software products throughout Australia and New Zealand. NEW freshly released, the all new "Bells and Whistles" Master ISO Version 2!

ASIMWARE has a long and proud association with the AMIGA Platform, with support and production of fine AMIGA CD related Authoring software and CD-ROM Burning software products, to name but a few.

ASIMWARE INNOVATIONS Inc. - MasterISO Version 2 - Feature List

Check out these brilliant SPECIFICATIONS ... With these specs, there is no competition!
So What is the Siamese System?

The Siamese System was designed to enable the computer user to have multiple platforms (Amiga WB3+, Windows 95/NT4, MacOS) appear as if they are a single machine so as to make the user more productive. It does this by taking the two machines and a possible MacOS emulator like Fusion from MicroCode solutions on the Amiga.

Once this is setup you operate one keyboard and mouse on all of your software, look at one suitable monitor that can handle all the screen modes you wish to use, and then as far you are concerned you run software, you need not worry if that software is Windows, MSDos, MacOS or Amiga software because it just runs in front of you. Obviously this is backed up by the fact that the Siamese System has all of the drives from the different operating systems mounted within the Amiga OS so that you can share files instantly between applications.

The Siamese software communicates with the host PC/Alpha over serial, TCP/IP and Ethernet if you have it. If you do have a suitable Ethernet setup between the Amiga and PC with TCP/IP then file transfer will be at speeds of over 600kbytes/sec (Hydra Zorro2 ethernet card).

You can cut and paste text between applications. Other functions are available to make the system integrated, programs like Winexe or MCI which allow the Amiga to launch PC applications or control PC MultiMedia devices from programs like Dopus.

Siamese RTG!

Siamese RTG is the most exciting part of the system, as it opens Amiga screens on the PC graphics card enabling upto 64,000 colours, higher resolutions and a flicker free display for all Amigas with WB3+ and AGA. Because of the fact that the Siamese RTG v2.5 software can send all screen data across any TCP/IP connection, like the Internet, this makes remote control of Amigas a reality from anywhere in the world for Kiosk and set top box developers.

Cybergraphics compatibility

The CyberGraphics compatibility (TM Phase5) will enable SiameseRTG to give the Amiga applications the 16bit displays possible on a PC card with lightning speed and support for this great graphics card standard.
Serial Speed vs Ethernet

But isn't sending all the graphics data via the serial port really slow? Well, it depends. If you are blitting huge images on screen with something like LightWave's animation preview, it's going to be slow without the Ethernet connection. But for general use, i.e. things like the WorkBench, it feels as fast, if not faster, than using an Amiga graphics card. In 256 colours, it's certainly many times faster than the AGA chip set! Windows move instantly (with the built in RTG solid window moving), and gadgets are drawn at lightning speed. In fact, running at 115200 baud (any AGA Amiga can do this), Siamese RTG can draw lines 500 times faster than the Amiga's chipset. That even out performs a graphics card and there's more...

Video Acceleration

As explained earlier, transferring animations to the PC via TCP/IP is not that quick. So why not transfer the animation using Siamese MountPC, then get the PC to use its CPU to convert and decode the animation, and then get the PC's graphics card to do the hard work of displaying each frame at high speed? The result is an animation player that plays animations faster than the Amiga, but in an Amiga window.
Compared to UAE

People have compared Siamese to the Amiga Forever product (UAE), and we think people have missed the point. UAE is for people who do not have an Amiga or just one to run non-performance critical applications. Obviously when running UAE the entire PC/Alpha is ground to a halt while the PC runs the Amiga code. However, with Siamese you take your existing high speed Amiga and run as a Multi-Processor, MultiOS system without any performance hits.

The Future of the Siamese System.

The Siamese system has taken nearly two years to get to this stage and more work is planned to take it further. This includes full Cybergraphics 24bit support, an AH! 16 bit sound driver, OpenGL 3D support for the Amiga OS and much more.

One Major addition will be support for the Inside Out card from Index Information ltd. This card will fit into the host PC/Alpha and give the system the performance of up to a 66mhz 68060 based Amiga with Full backward compatibility.

HiQ is also developing further the Alpha connection (Project Alpha) this will hopefully give the Amiga a powerful processor upgrade one day. In the mean time the Siamese software is Alpha compatible with WinNT4.

Our thanks to Computer Kingdom for providing AAG with a "Siamese System" to play with.

The "Siamese System" is sold in Australia by Computer Kingdom P/L
Ph: (03) 9813 1630
Fax: (03) 9877 5926
AMIGA Genius

A range of new and quality used Hardware and Software items available.

This month's specials:

Panasonic 2x SC31 CD-ROM drive $75
330MB SC51 HD $130
CyberSCSI card for CyberStorm acc $150
Neriki Genlock Model GL1189 $550
A600 KS3.1 ROM kit $150
A2000 KS3.1 ROM's (No disk's or manual's) $100

Used Amiga items:
A500/A1200 power supplies - Super special! $25
Limit of 2 per customer at this price!
A500 2MB RAM card (Goes in side slot) $65
A590 HD, 52MB HD and 2MB RAM $190
A590 HD, 20MB HD, 2MB RAM $170
A2091 No HD, No RAM $125
GVP IO Extender $125
Siamese system V2 with RTG $200

826 Hunter St, Newcastle West, NSW, 2302
Phone: (02) 4962-3222 Fax: (02) 4962-2954
E-Mail: cdgibb@hunterlink.net.au

Computer Kingdom Pty Ltd
Phone/Fax: (03) 9813 1630 (Julian) or (03) 9877 5926 (Jon)

powered by AMIGA

Amiga 1200, 060, scsi2, 10mb ram, 120mb hdd $1249
Siamese System 2.5 RTG/Network Card bundle $649
Warp Engine 400Hz 040, 16mb ram, s5i2 $450
Amiga Hydrasystems Ethernet (1200/2000/4000) $399
Scandoubler/TV Tuner (600/1200) $299
NEC Multisync 3D monitor $200
ICard PCMCIA Ethernet Adapter $199
External 880KB Floppy Drive $59
Epson LX400 Printer $39
Mastersound Sampler $19
A500 512KB RAM Expansion $19
A500 PSU $39
Siamese System 2.5 RTG $279
Emplant 1200 Mac Emulator $89
Myst $79
Quake $49
Digibooster Pro (best music program) $min
P-OS Pre Release $49
Almathera 10 on 10 (10 CD Pack) $59
Crossdos 6 Pro $49
Main Actor Pro $49
Latest Original VCDs (ie: Jackie Chan's Mr Nice Guy) $29

Plus Disk Expander, Powercopy Pro, AMOS, Super Stardust, Meeting Pearls 2,
17bit Collection/Continuation, Hawaiian Fantasy Bodies, Aminet 6, 7, 9, Connect Your Amiga,
Amiga System Programmers Guide, Mac/PC CDROMs, Hard Drives, CDROM Drives,
Modems, PCs etc...
KIDS ONLY

This month I am continuing with the public domain theme of children's software available from Aminet as demos, due to feedback from our readers regarding the high price of children's software and the current lack thereof.

This public domain children's program is suitable for pre-schoolers to ten year old. This freebee reminds me somewhat of the Kids Only public domain cartoon videos in that the quality is only adequate, but hey, on a rainy day it can be just what the parents ordered.

Kids Only is a multi-game program whereby children are presented with a colourful menu screen with icons representing games which can be selected. A scooby-doo type dog is the mascot of Kids Only. Two to three year old children will definitely need help to use the program and may even find various games too difficult. Mouse manipulation skills are required.

Children may select games from the following (with three levels of difficulty available):

- **Dot 2 Dot**: Music rewards the child when the picture has been completed and then the children can "colour" it in using a standard style palette. Cute sound effects occur when parts of the picture are coloured in.
- **Pairs**: This memory game displays cards which are then flipped over in order to match the pairs. Most children are well acquainted with this concept; the only problem in my view being the small size of the cards. A "high score" congratulations type table is also available for children to type in their names.
- **Music Maker**: This keyboard features instrument choices of piano, organ, guitar, flute, vox and xylophone. As well as just mucking about on the keyboard, children can have a tune played for them and the "show me" feature instructs children along as they follow the arrows. There is a "load" and "save" tune facility, allowing children to use file melodies.
* Picture Slide: A slide style puzzle (which is quite tricky) challenges young ones to complete the picture as displayed on the right of the puzzle.

* Word Search: Children find words hidden in the grid. Once again I feel the grid is too small as young children are used to reading large print; however a cute feature is the picture of the word found pops up in a box above the word which you must locate.

* Colouring Pad: A picture of a little girl in a garden is provided for your young one to colour in. I must say, not very inspiring.

* I Spy: A great seaside picture provides the basis of an "I spy" game in which the computer chooses the letters and which item in the seaside picture it is "spying". With this game one needs to activate the "New Game" button in order to begin.

Unfortunately, for the demo version, only one file as a choice is available for each game. In other words, when you select to load a new melody in Music Maker, only one is available and when you select a picture for Picture Slide, only one is available.

Although this game is hard drive installable, as usual my clunky old A2000 with workbench 1 something could not cope.

**MR GREEDY**

Read-me Animation

This software "book" is a delightful program in which children can read the "Mr Greedy" book from the famous "Mr Men" series of books by Roger Hargreaves.

The story itself is no masterpiece of fiction, however it has the usual successful key elements required to keep children interested. The pictures are simple and colourful; the text is of a suitable length for young children and the storyline itself is amusing with "food for thought" (excuse the pun).

With this animated "book" children can turn the pages, read for themselves the text and view the simple, cute animations of Mr Greedy. A few simple buttons which change from white to grey when activation is required signals children what to do next. My two kid consultants found the book amusing; the younger one more for the animations and the older one who was proud she could read some of the text herself.

There is no "read along" facility as is usually found in animated books, however sometimes this facility can be annoying to young children who may be faster or slower than the computer's pace of highlighting the text. My elder child has learnt to read without the aid of computer books, and as a parent I see no need to invest in such programs.
MOTHERBOARD COMPUTERS

Have trouble getting the gear you want? Stop searching; give us a ring!

Specialists in ‘Hard-To-Get’ Amiga Gear

02 4736-8055

42 Manning Street, Kingswood NSW 2747
Open Monday-friday 9am-5pm Saturday 9am-12noon
Strangers cd Winner

Congratulations goes to

Glenn Edwards
of Port Melbourne, VIC.

Your copy of "Strangers cd"
is on its way in the mail.

Subscribe to AAG and Win!

UROPA2 CD

Each month Re/New subscribers go in a draw to win a great prize.
(Offer closes 1-11-98)

AAG Name Contest and Win! MYST

Help us choose a new name for AAG.
We want to keep our initials (A.A.G).
A???????? A???????? G????????
Send in your ideas and the best suggestion wins MYST!*
(contest drawn extended until 21-12-98)

Write an Article

Submit an article to AAG, if it is published, you will receive a $25 cheque in the mail. (Offer valid for 1998)
(Available only to Australian residence)
Please send me by post 12 issues (one per month) of Australian Amiga Gazette
I enclose $51.00 as full payment postage included.

Subscription Form
(Mail, Phone, Email)

First name ___________________________ Surname ___________________________
Address ________________________________ Phone No __________________________
Suburb ___________________________ State _______ Post Code ____________
Money order □ Cheque □ Bank Card □ Visa Card □ Master Card □
Card No _____________________________
Expiry Date __/__/____ Signature ___________________________________________

42 Manning St. Kingswood NSW 2747
Ph: (02) 4736-8055

Please make cheques or money orders payable to “Australian Amiga Gazette”
PPC Update

written by Stephan Rusdorf

Following I can report about the CyberStorm PPC 060-50 / 604e-200 and available software

The Board:
It is easy to install. I upgraded from the CyberStorm MK-I and simply exchanged the boards and it worked. Then installed the ppc.library and tested the included demos (e.g. a fractal generator and a Lightwave object viewer) which gives much more speed with the ppc version.

SCSI:
With the first batch of CyberStorm PPC board there were some problems with the scsi-device but now it works perfectly. With my Seagate Cheetah it makes about 14MB per second. Unfortunately there is no adaptor or cable included which gives easy access to the used SCSI-II devices. I had to buy a SCSI III-II adaptor and a UW SCSI cable with 4 connectors to get it to work (for $85 all up).

Software:
By the way there are some more tools available in the aminet archive. For instance there is a MPEG audio encoder (music) which is 2.5 times faster than with the 060. Some picture viewers that can show jpegs very fast. Also there is a PPC support for TurboPrint V6. This speeds up the calculation when printing (approx. 1.5 times I would say) and there are some native effect modules for Arteffect. Also some MPEG Audio decoders/players available but this is also on 060 fast enough.

IsisPPC is a MPEG Video Player which is capable of playing video cds in realtime with audio but not with 25fps but with 20fps. I think this is not a problem of the ppc board but of the CV64 or the Zorro3 bus. Maybe the author will make some optimizations. I mailed him already.

There is also a Doom clone for the ppc which give 640x480 with 14fps against the 8fps of the 060. Quake for ppc from Clickboom is ready to launch. I will buy it when it is available.

OpenGL is under construction from Phase5, but a second version for StormC from Haage&Partner is already available. But this one only works with StormC.

There is a big fight between Phase5 and H&G which ppc-system software is better. That is not good for the developer and also for the user because you can’t use both packages and so you must decide. But it depends on which software you want to use and which package this one requires. If you want to use software which uses the one, and other software which uses the other package, you have a problem! I hope you understand the problem?

So that’s all for now, I hope I answered some questions.

Stephan Rusdorf
(Developer of ESCUtil The EPSON Stylus COLOUR Utility for the Amiga)

PowerPC (in the Amiga) = smaller, cooler, faster!
1 Amiga people can feel like this at times
2 Living in this country means we are free from many diseases, but also free of IT choices enjoyed by many elsewhere
3 Be careful to avoid REPEITIVE STRAIN INJURY
4 AAG needs more of these
5 These peripherals will enhance your computer listening pleasure
6 The name of the Siamese system developers
7 Hear these (or perhaps purchase) these via the Internet
8 Term used to describe partial functionality in a piece of software for demo purposes
9 An IBM style architecture PC is known as such
10 A technique (and tool) used in computer repair
11 Great animated children's program reviewed in March 98 AAG
12 We're still waiting for the full length movie of this well-known clay animation figure and his dog
13 This piece of software turns your Amiga into a piece of fruit (March 98 AAG)
14 Initials used to describe anything to do with computers and chip based products
15 Many computer nerd's rooms are kept this way
16 "New" term to describe those who are nerds by choice
17 Famous animated/live action movie rabbit's name (March 98 AAG)
18 This type of counter records web page visitor numbers
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5 These peripherals will enhance your computer listening pleasure
6 The name of the Siamese system developers
7 Hear these (or perhaps purchase) these via the Internet
8 Term used to describe partial functionality in a piece of software for demo purposes
9 An IBM style architecture PC is known as such
10 A technique (and tool) used in computer repair
11 Great animated children's program reviewed in March 98 AAG
12 We're still waiting for the full length movie of this well-known clay animation figure and his dog
13 This piece of software turns your Amiga into a piece of fruit (March 98 AAG)
14 Initials used to describe anything to do with computers and chip based products
15 Many computer nerd's rooms are kept this way
16 "New" term to describe those who are nerds by choice
17 Famous animated/live action movie rabbit's name (March 98 AAG)
18 This type of counter records web page visitor numbers
Everyone knows that AGA in AMOS is currently not available directly. This section will hopefully tell and show you how you can achieve it, and the various extensions which you can use to get there. Let's start with a small piece of info on the history of AGA AMOS.

The first AGA graphics to be incorporated into any AMOS listings, were simple hacks which altered values in the copper, to give the impression of an AGA screen. The only back-draw to this method, was you couldn't really display any AGA graphics, but you could display an AGA copper in the background only.

There were a couple of attempts at an AM extension, and the ones which were released were not very good at all, as all they really could do, was display AGA pictures by reducing their palettes etc. There wasn't a single extension at this time, which could claim to be a true AGA extension.

Then came along the GUI extension. It is written by Pietro Ghizzoni and is the first, easily manipulable extension that not only offers the best OS application programming for AMOS Pro - but will also let you program AGA graphics for the very first time in the history of AMOS. Here is a note from Pietro himself on the subject of AGA and the GUI extension.

"Well... what I achieved with the GUI Extension is the first real AGA support, no Copper hacks and so on. Due to its total OS respect the GUI Extension can obtain the best from the system... this mean it supports AGA, Graphics Card, Advanced Screen Mode like the HighGfx modes. Now a CyberGFX 24bit screen with 16M of colours can be easily handled in Amos."

"Most of the GUI gfx commands are faster than the Amos equivalent, so you can create cool and fast WB application."

"The GUI Extension v1.63 is the first approach to AGA. Now the phase 1 is completed... I've a full working AGA environment for the GUI Ext... the next phase is the 'Power Up'... a lots of new gfx commands and facilities for a advanced AGA use."

"What i hope to achieve with the GUI Ext in the future:
- Amos Screen promotion display a Amos screen in the WB
- a new fast animation system. Since the AGA introduce some High definition screenmode, we need a powerful animation system for creating a fast and smooth animation... this mean Xfa (Extra Fast Animation) support. Actually only some commercial software supports this standard... but in the near future the Amos users can use it too
- extended TCP/IP commands set for a faster access"

At this time, there are 2 other extensions underway which will try and bring AGA into AMOS. The longest in the works has been the JADE extension, which has been subject to many rumors saying that it will not be released. The original programmers claimed several months ago that they were writing an AGA extension, before a long period of silence. All we have seen of their extension so far, is a list of commands which they wish to include, and more recently an advert to the AMOS mailing list requesting beta testers when a test version is released. No one has submitted to me any kind of demo, even though they claim the extension is just being debugged, and the main part is completed.

The other AGA extension being written, will be called the Game extension, written by Peter Cahill. I have seen one example of this extension, and from what I have seen, it will look very nice when it is completed. Peter did send me a small file of what he hopes to include in the extension, but I have misplaced it at this time.

The GUI Extension is available from Aminet in dev/amigos and what's more, it is freeware, which means there are absolutely no restrictions whatsoever.
Convert

Convert is a small program that enables you to convert ascii text files between the Amiga, Mac and PC computer platforms.

The program centres around the small GUI. Simply select the source and destination platforms from which to do the conversion from. You will then be prompted to select the source file and a name for the destination file. Then you choose between a small and large buffer.

Convert is not by any means spectacular, and in fact most modern word processors will accommodate for not only converting files from one platform to the other but also from one file type to the other. The advantage of convert is that it will perform the conversion faster and you won’t have to load those large programs just to do something like this. Convert might be simple but its principal is to be faster than other alternatives. The speed and convenience that Convert offers is a blessing for people like myself who have to soldier on with slow machines.

Requirements: 052.0, MUI
Programmed By: Sean Russell
Available From: Aminet archives

Magic Colours

This is a small program that fixes the colour of Magic Workbench colour icons, so that they don’t look distorted and have that awful purple colour. The problem with these icons lies mainly with the way that these icons address the colour pens. Magic Colours simply corrects the problem by correcting the colour pens addressing.

Magic colour comes with a guide file, which contains a description of what causes the problem and what Magic colour does to solve it. Installation is as easy as dragging the application icon to your start-up drawer. There is no preferences screen or any settings that need to be set, so once the program is installed, you need never worry about it again.

Requirements: OS3.0
Programmed By: Vulker Rudolph
Available From: Aminet archives

Xtruder

Last time I reviewed a virus checker I elected VirusChecker 7.17 to be the better virus checker. With so many good virus checkers out there it’s hard to choose the best one, especially as they are continually changing and improving on their previous versions.

Xtruder will allow you to check individual devices and files for viruses, and you can log the result of this to a user definable report which is a good idea.

For round two of reviewing a virus checker I have chosen Xtruder. The first thing that grabbed my attention was the size and completeness of the program. Xtruder has a large emphasis on giving the user a lot of information. There are categorised lists of all the known viruses that Xtruder can take care of. The list even displays crunchers, patches and file type viruses comprising of bootblock, file virus. You can display system information, at a detailed level showing libraries, devices, resources, ports, semaphores and tasks. This makes XTruder one of the most informative virus checkers out there.
particularly if you perform the check while not at the computer. You can simply read the report after to see what Xtruder did. Once comfortable with Xtruder, I found it to be quite user friendly. One feature I liked was the ability to check archives, which is actually quite a good idea, as this is one way that people could hide unsuspecting viruses.

The Xtruder archive comes with the usual standard of quality that you would expect from a program like this. A simple installer script will do the job of putting the program onto your hard drive and a comprehensive, well written and presented guide file is also present. There are a number of user settings ranging from the GUI, start-up, and file checking being the most significant. You can also install a number of bootblocks and view the bootblocks of existing disks. The only disappointment that I found with Xtruder was that I was not able to select a whole partition at a time to perform a virus check on. The history function will detail information on each of the files that you checked. This includes the number of files scanned, the time taken and of course the number of viruses found, if any.

Overall Xtruder is comprehensively large and once you get the hang of it, easy to use. Most people would be able to work out how to use Xtruder without consulting the guide file. Whether you choose a new version of Viruschecker or Xtruder, I can say that both can be entrusted to do the task of seeking and destroying your viruses quite competently.

Requirements: N/A
Programmed By: Martin Wulffeld
Available From: Aminet archives

Amigantt 4.0

Project management has turned into an important part of business and particularly software development. Some people are employed to do nothing but manage projects using software such as Microsoft Project.

Primarily Amigantt lets you document the task, duration and resources involved in a project along a time line using a method known as a gant chart. Some of the features of Amigantt include an intuition based interface with drop down menus. The gant chart also has a number of features, the foremost being able to define 500 tasks, therefore large projects can be accommodated for. Each task can be displayed in units ranging from day, week or month. A Milestone task can also be defined to identify reaching certain points in a project. Up to 10 resources can be added to each task. You can print out the gant chart for a hard copy of the gant chart.

Amigantt consists of a single file which can be placed anywhere you desire. Amigantt will run on any Amiga, though some libraries may need to be present for it to work. A text file will have to suffice as user documentation.

The layout of the program is neat and tidy, and foremost it was not cluttered like some programs. This is what makes the program easier to use. There is an Arexx port for some added power.

Using Amigantt is a bit tricky at first, and may take a little time to get used to. Before you can view the gant chart you must first create a new project and enter each task that you have. Each task requires a start and end date, description, duration and the dependencies. Once this is done you will see the gant chart being formed. You can view the pert chart alternative to the task as well. If the chart is difficult to understand you can add some colour so that for example the critical path is easier to identify. Options are available that enable you to edit and delete a task, and for convenience you can sort the tasks in order by critical path, starting or ending date.

Amigantt functions well and is easy to use once you get the hang of it. Amigantt has excellent potential and it's a shame that no newer versions have been released for some time now. I am confident that a new version with some added features and functionality would easily be comparable to the large commercial versions available on other computer platforms.

Requirements: N/A
Programmed By: Martin Wulffeld
Available From: Aminet archives
Printer, Primera-Pro, dye sublimation and thermal wax, parallel version, suit PC and Amiga computers, with extras and consumables, top condition, cost $3000 sell $1200 or near offer 02-9565 1187 ST PETERS

Amiga 2000, Monitor 1084, 3 disk drives, 2 Baudbandit, complete instruction book, plus lots more $200 02-4226 4279 WOLLONGONG

Amiga A1200/30/40, 212HDD, 16Mb RAM, 8x CD-ROM, 220 watts PS, 14in multi-scan stereo monitor, optical 3 button mouse, 33.6 modem, $900 or near offer 08-8250 2373 SALISBURY EAST

Amiga 600 HD, 2Mb, plus monitor, 200 games/programmes, $390 02-4972 1781 PELICAN

Amiga parts, Cobra 030/40 with 8Mb, NEC Multisync monitor, external disk drive and 100's of disks, prices from $5 08-8281 7971 PARA HILLS

Games system Amiga CD32, 14 CD games, $120 or near offer 02-4955 1101 MINMI

Amiga 3000, 25MHz, 6Mb RAM, 150Mb HDD, 1980 monitor, OpalVision 24 bit card, audio digitising, software, $700 0418-86 4370 NORTHMEAD

Amiga 500 computer with monitor, joysticks, mouse, 1Mb boost, second disc drive, over 100 games $300, Sega Megadrive II 02-4739 6235 after 5.30pm BLAXLAND

Amiga 500 with original software, external second drive, 1084S monitor, magazines and tutorials, $395 negotiable 02-6299 8237 JERRABOMBERRA

Amiga software wanted, swap for music CDs 02-9953 6478 after 7pm NORTH SHDRE

Apple Classic computer, hardly used, $150, Also Amiga 500 with colour monitor and printer and extra disc drive $150 02-9419 3938 ARTARMON

Wanted Imagine Ver2 + Manuals Ring Andrew on 02-47536345

Readers Classified is a free service provided by AAG for the private sale of Amiga gear

if you would like to list your 4sale gear, write to:

AAG(Readers Classified) 42 Manning St, Kingswood, NSW, 2747 or email us at aag@acay.com.au
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Helping Hands

If you live in the local area and would like to be involved in helping preparing AAG please contact Michael on (02) 4736-8055. No experience is required, just some spare time and a sense of humour.

Important Notice

The information contained in this gazette is given in good faith, and is accurate at the time of publishing. To the maximum extent permitted by law, neither AAG, its employees, agents or its contractors accept any liability for loss or damage arising as a result of any person acting in reliance on information contained in this gazette. This gazette should not be used or relied on as a substitute for detailed professional advice.

How to contact us

Australian Amiga Gazette
42 Manning street
Kingswood NSW 2747
Phone: (02) 4736-8055
Email: aag@acay.com.au

Writers Wanted

If you are interested in contributing to Australian Amiga Gazette we would like to hear from you. We can offer an incentive of $25.00 (available to Australian residence only) if your article is published on-top of our gratitude and that of our readers. Articles should be submitted as plain text files. Graphics as iff or gif format. Please do not send your originals, just a copy.

Our Thanks this month goto

Jenny Burak
Julian Cassin
Daniel Hajduk
Paul Graham
Vidar Lanberget
Geoff Milnes
Paul Morabito
Stephan Rusdorf

Intel Inside
We need to make room for "Amiga Quake" so we are cutting the price on Myst! Get it while it lasts.

*Based on retail sales audited by PC Data, Mar 96*